A multimodal concept for invasive diagnostics and surgery based on neuronavigated voxel-based morphometric MRI postprocessing data in previously nonlesional epilepsy.
OBJECTIVE Diagnosis and surgical treatment of refractory and apparent nonlesional focal epilepsy is challenging. Morphometric MRI voxel-based and other postprocessing methods can help to localize the epileptogenic zone and thereby support the planning of further invasive electroencephalography (EEG) diagnostics, and maybe resective epilepsy surgery. METHODS The authors developed an algorithm to implement regions of interest (ROI), based on postprocessed MRI data, into a neuronavigation tool. This was followed by stereotactic ROI-guided implantation of depth electrodes and ROI-navigated resective surgery. Data on diagnostic yield, histology, and seizure outcome were collected and evaluated. RESULTS Fourteen consecutive patients with apparently nonlesional epilepsy were included in this study. Reevaluation of the MR images with the help of MRI postprocessing analysis led to the identification of probable subtle lesions in 11 patients. Additional information obtained by SPECT imaging and MRI reevaluation suggested possible lesions in the remaining 3 patients. The ROI-guided invasive implantation of EEG yielded interictal and ictal activity in 13 patients who were consequently referred to resective surgery. Despite the apparently negative MRI findings, focal cortical dysplasia was found in 64% of the patients (n = 9). At the last available outcome, 8 patients (57%) were completely seizure free (International League Against Epilepsy Class 1). CONCLUSIONS The results demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of a robust and straightforward algorithm for implementation of MRI postprocessing-based targets into the neuronavigation system. This approach allowed the stereotactic implantation of a low number of depth electrodes only, which confirmed the seizure-onset hypothesis in 90% of the cases without causing any complications. Furthermore, the neuronavigated ROI-guided lesionectomy helped to perform resective surgery in this rather challenging subgroup of patients with apparent nonlesional epilepsy.